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BENEFITS OF KNOWING MORE ABOUT NEUTRINOS WHICH PASS
THROUGH OUR BODIES UNNOTICED
The observation that neutrinos have
mass, which led to the 2015 Nobel Prize
for Physics being awarded jointly to
Japan's Takaaki Kajita Japan and
Canada's Arthur McDonald, is important
for two key reasons. First, it provides a
deeper knowledge of the fundamental
tenets of nature. Second, as with any
discovery, it comes with innovation in
science and technology.
TimesLive.co.za (Date:10/18/2015 07:48)
Read full article >>
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Hazard-reduction burning has limited
benefits in curbing bushfires: researchers A
recent study finds hazard-reduction burning is
less about chasing hectare targets than tackling
the areas where the beneficial impact is likely to
be most in terms of boosting fire safety... The
Sydney Morning Herald >>

Japan: Japan idpn is an island nation in East
Asia. Located in the Pacific Ocean, it lies to the
east of the Sea of Japan, China, North Korea,
South Korea and Russia, stretching from the
Sea of Okhotsk in the north to the East China
Sea and Taiwan in the south. The characters
that make up Japan's name mea
Japan News - Japan Wikipedia
Nobel:
Nobel News - Nobel Wikipedia
Prize: A prize is an award to be given to a
person or a group of people to recognise and
reward actions or achievements. Official prizes
often involve monetary rewards as well as the
fame that comes with them. Some prizes are
also associated with extravagant awarding
ceremonies, such as the Academy Awards.
Prize News

97% Pass Acc, LvG's Best Passer, 7 Tackles: Man Utd Technician Gave Complete Display
Yesterday Manchester United’s Morgan Schneiderlin put in an excellent display in the 3-0 win
over Everton on Saturday, his numbers demonstrating outstanding involvement both on and
[…]The post 97% p.. Squawka >>
Jobless cheats inventing war records to bag benefits WAR veterans have demanded the
Government does more to combat the spiralling number of people faking military careers to gain
benefits... express.co.uk >>
Highway through Georgia's Rikoti pass can be constructed by Chinese investors The 56
http://www.newsunited.com/benefits-of-knowing-more-about-news/19212404/

Arthur: Arthur is a common masculine given
name. Its etymology is disputed, but its
popularity derives from its being the name of
the legendary hero King Arthur.
Arthur News
Physics: Physics , i.e. "knowledge of nature",
from , physis, i.e. "nature") is the natural
science that involves the study of matter and its
motion through space and time, along with
related concepts such as energy and force.
More broadly, it is the general analysis of
nature, conducted in order to understa
Physics News
Nobel Prize: For more information
on the distinct origin of the Nobel
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kilometers long highway through Georgia's Rikoti pass can be constructed by Chinese
investors... Trend.az >>
Wackiest ways dead bodies were disposed of — or not In his new book, "The Work of the
Dead: A Cultural History of Mortal Remains" (Princeton University Press) history professor
Thomas W. Laqueur examines how different cultures handle the remains..... nypost.com >>
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culture and security
Big Ben's bongs: London's most famous clock
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Children
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